Due the respect of Covid-19 safety restrictions all IMAT eligible winners 2020-2021(for every shift), in order to enroll at Medicine and Surgery in English Course of Degree, during the 4 days necessary to complete the process, must enroll, downloading, filling and scanning in PDF format, the Enrollment Form (MOD IM) signed in all the parts. Also, you have to annex to this document a passport size Photo in Jpg/Jpeg format, and your Passport or ID. Finally, you have to pay the total first tuition for the University of Euro 176,00, using a banking transfer method, you can find the banking coordinates below:

Bank account Details
Bank: UNICREDIT
Account Owner: Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli Amministrazione Centrale
Filiale: Napoli Verdi, Via Verdi 18 D, Napoli
Numero filiale: 600
Codice IBAN: IT 06 I 02008 03443 000400002765
Bic Swift: UNCRITM1S99

Your bank will give you a receipt that you have to scan and send all with the above documents to this email address: imatenrollment@unicampania.it specifying in the object: “EU or (non-EU) Imat winners documents – your Surname and name – Medicine English Language”.

Optional: Only after having completed what is above explained, you may start the registration on our university website at https://esse3.cressi.unicampania.it/Home.do;jsessionid=07B24D04DD8C9DEAAEA20EA4088D4A8E.jvm1a?cod_lingua=eng

The registration is optional at this step and is not related to your enrollment, you just need to create an account for future purposes.

*Note that the email address: imatenrollment@unicampania.it can be used only by the winners to deliver documents. Any other subject will be rejected.
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Napoli, 22/09/2020